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Help Please feel free to email us if you have any questions. Our professional team will be more than happy to help.
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   Select your vehicle
 	 Make Make
Audi
Bentley
BMW
Dodge
Freightliner
Jaguar
Lamborghini
Land Rover
Maybach
Mercedes-Benz
Mini
Porsche
Smart
Volkswagen
Volvo





	 Model Model





	 Year Year





	 SubModel SubModel





	 Body Body





	 Engine Engine





	 Transmission Transmission
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   Oil Change Kits
 for European Vehicles

 With hundreds of thousands sold, we carry the best oil change kits on the market!
 Shop Oil Change Kits 
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  A small tool
 That does a huge job

 Take guessing out of VW & Audi diagnostics with cutting edge Ross-Tech VCDS ®
 Shop Ross Tech VCDs 
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  Timing is everything
 
 Timing failure can cause massive internal engine failure. Don’t let it happen to you!
 Shop Timing kits 
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  Timely maintenance
 
 Timing failure can cause massive internal engine failure. Don’t let it happen to you!
 Shop Ultimate service kits 
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  Make your car drive like new again
 
 Rebuild the entire front suspension with the most complete control arm kits on the market!
 Shop Control arm kits 
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  Ignite your car's performance
 
 We carry a full line of Audi and Volkswagen ignition parts. Coil packs, spark plugs, and more!
 Shop Ignition kits 
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  Make a life saving decision
 
 Stopping your car on a dime in a certain situation can be the difference between life & death.
 Shop Brake kits 
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  Drive safely at night
 
 Choose from wide variety of bulbs that will match or exceed the original OEM bulbs installed in your vehicle.
 Shop Bulbs Now 
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Fluids & Lubricants

Shop our huge selection of OEM fluids and lubricants for European vehicles. We carry only the top brands in engine oil, transmission fluid, power steering fluid, brake fluid, coolant, and more.

Shop now
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Professional Tools

Using the right tools can save you a lot of time and frustration when working on your European vehicle. Shop our extensive selection of professional tools for European vehicles now!

Shop now
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Vehicle Care

Shop some of the best vehicle care products to make your car look its best inside and out. We stock the best polishes, waxes, cleaners, detailing supplies, and accessories for enthusiasts.

Shop now
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Accessories & Gifts

Your hunt for the perfect gift ends here. We have put together our hottest items of the year which are sure to be on any Holiday wish list.

Shop now
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Merchandise

Want to show off your love for Europa Parts? Here are a few Europa Parts branded products you might like.

Shop now
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What Does the Check Engine Light Mean? – Common Check Engine Light Issues
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OEM vs Aftermarket Car Parts – The Pros and Cons of Car Part Choices
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Top 10 Audi A4 B7 Car Mods
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Audi & VW Parts Aftermarket Explained
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World's leading Euro parts distributor

Home to thousands of quality European auto parts!
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Knowledgeable & courteous staff

Trained specialists committed to helping you.
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Stellar customer service

Satisfaction guaranteed or your money back!
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Fast worldwide shipping

From New Jersey, USA with Love!








Audi Parts, Volkswagen (VW) Parts, Porsche Parts, Sprinter Parts

One of the advantages of owning a vehicle from the leading German brands Audi, Volkswagen, Porsche and Sprinter is that you're getting a class-leading combination of performance, safety and reliability. When it comes to maintaining or repairing your vehicle, here at Europa Parts, we offer the widest selection of OEM parts you'll find. We also carry a wide range of upgraded parts that unlock the extra performance available under your hood.

We've made it easy to find the parts you need in just a few clicks. Our online catalog includes thousands of common parts as well as many hard-to-find parts and accessories you won't find elsewhere. If you're looking for OEM-quality parts to keep your Audi, VW, Porsche or Sprinter in top running condition or need to make repairs to worn or damaged parts, we're sure to have what you're looking for.


We Remove the Guesswork

One issue you can have while ordering parts online is not knowing for sure if they'll fit your vehicle. Staffed with passionate car fans, Europa Parts is different. We want to make it easy for you to find the parts you need and give you confidence they'll fit and work as well as OEM parts. That's why we've built our online catalog to include useful information such as:

	OEM part numbers: You can compare to your existing parts
	Manufacturer part numbers: For parts that cover a range of models
	'Guaranteed to fit' list: We list the vehicles and models the part fits
	Availability: You can see in real-time if we have the part in stock


This is how we help you choose the exact parts you're looking for. Once you've made your selection, we've simplified our ordering to make it fast, secure and easy. We also include free same-day shipping on many orders placed Monday to Friday before 3:00pm EST.






Wide Range of Parts for Every Model

What are you looking for today? Is your family's Volkswagen Tiguan in need of regular maintenance? Is your Audi TT in need of a performance boost? Is your Porsche Cayenne begging for new brakes? Is your Sprinter van showing its age after years of reliable service and needs some TLC? We carry a complete range of products for these models as well as other models from each of these popular brands.

As a leading Audi parts, VW parts, Porsche parts and Sprinter parts retailer, we know our customers expect OEM quality at competitive prices. When you combine that with our fast and available free shipping, Europa Parts can't be beat. Our catalog covers parts for all major systems of your vehicles, including:

	Electrical: Lights, ignition, underhood wiring, etc.
	Engine maintenance: Air and fluid filters, belts, sparkplugs, etc.
	Engine repair and rebuild: Cam covers, gaskets, sensors, etc.
	Brakes: Pads, rotors, ABS components, fluid lines, etc.
	Exterior: Antennas, wipers, head and taillight assemblies, etc.


These are just a few of the categories we cover. Take a few minutes and navigate our site to discover what else we offer. Simply select your make from the drop-down lists (for Audi, Volkswagen, Porsche or Sprinter) and choose your model. We've organized our site by grouping together all of the parts that fit your model year and engine so you don't waste time browsing through unrelated parts.

Our countless five-star reviews and happy customer testimonials speak for themselves. Our knowledgeable customer support team has decades of combined experience, so no matter the problem — we're here to resolve it. Whether you're looking for more information about a product or trying to determine the correct part for your particular model, our support staff can help with offerings like VIN identification and fitment information.

We look forward to becoming your first choice in parts for your Audi, VW, Porsche or Sprinter and are ready to answer any questions you might have. Contact us today!
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Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions. Our professional team will be more than happy to help.
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